would be increased by removing the hulls, as the resulting pure kernels would probably be too soft to handle.

The particular variety of Perilla used in this test was quite small. Despite this, better decortication could be done on some of the larger varieties.

**MUSTARD SEED — Tests**

Tests were made on 4 different varieties of mustard seed, 2 white mustard, and 2 black mustard. Actually the white mustard seed are yellowish, while the black seed are brownish.

Good results were obtained on the larger yellow seed, and fair results on the smaller yellow seed, also in the latter case the hulling elements in the model huller were not suitable, and better results could have been obtained by providing correctly designed elements.

The brown mustard was more difficult to handle, especially one variety the kernels of which stuck in the hulls even tho it was not very high in moisture.

While decortication of mustard seed may not be of much interest to oil millers, it is possible manufacturers of mustard flour condemnents might find some advantage in taking off the hull before grinding the seed.

### Lint on Cottonseed by Analysis and by Nature

By T. L. Rettger

THE BUCKEYE COTTON OIL COMPANY, MEMPHIS, TENN.

#### Abstract

The quantitative analysis for lint on cottonseed is successful in the laboratory, in that reproducible results can be obtained. The percentage of lint found cannot be translated to reliable predictions of actual yield values because of the wide distribution of long and short fibers. The presentation of each new analytical method is accompanied by some evidence of agreement with actual plant yields. Laboratory procedures for removing the lint from the seed have varied from the traditional use of sulphuric acid to the radical attempt to nitrate the fiber and explode it off. With the development of Malowan about 1921 of the use of hydrochloric acid to hydrate the lint in order to grind whole seed for analysis, the use of this acid has been generally preferred. With the standardization of the acid fuming procedure of the official seed analysis method, most chemists concerned with the problem have developed their own lint on seed tests. Usually 50 grams of seed are fumed, the brittle lint is rubbed off, and the loss of weight calculated as percent lint on seed. The individual variations apply to the way in which moisture is calculated and results converted to predicted yield figures. Apparently the most accurate method is to determine the moisture on a separate portion of the original sample, and to dry completely the denuded seed. The difference between the total loss of weight, and the calculated loss due to moisture only, gives dry lint on dry seed. This figure can then be calculated to the desired basis, which is usually 8% moisture basis lint on original moisture basis seed.

The method of McKinney and Jamieson published in OIL & SOAP, Vol. XIII, No. 6, even with an assumed constant moisture in the fumed lint which was rubbed off, gave results which could be reproduced with some accuracy. With a well established routine, control of all moisture variables, and the use of 50 gram samples in duplicate, a uniform lot of clean seed can be analysed repeatedly with results agreeing within .5% of lint on seed. Therefore, as far as reproducible laboratory results are concerned, the analysis of clean cottonseed for percentage of lint is successful. That its use has not been applied more generally must be due to some reason in addition to the relatively high cost of analysis.
During 1937 a study was made at two oil mills of the relation between the amount of lint left on the seed after the second delinting, and the cellulose content of the second cut lint. For a period of thirty operating days the delinted seed were accurately sampled each hour and daily composites were analyzed for residual lint. It was found that the mill which had the lowest percentage of lint left on the seed produced second cut lint of the higher cellulose content, even though a much greater proportion of first cut was being made. Every precaution was taken in sampling for these tests, corrections were made for all moisture variations, and a large number of analyses were made. From the results obtained it was concluded that, on a comparative basis between mills, the amount of lint left on the seed was not an index of the cellulose quality of second cut linters. Tests made on other mills indicated, paradoxically, that high yields and high quality were accompanied with a low percentage of lint left on seed.

During most of the season 1937-38 the percentage of lint was determined regularly on the seed crushed at two mills located about 250 miles apart. One mill received seed preponderantly of southeastern character, while the second received a high percentage of delta seed. The average yield from the latter was 60 pounds more lint per ton, with the government grade of the first cut, and the cellulose content of the second cut, being superior. Using a uniform moisture basis throughout, the first mill showed 9.8% total lint on seed, the second 11.5%. This difference of 1.7% of lint would logically be expected to produce about 34 more pounds of lint at the second mill. But instead of the factor 20, to convert percentage to pounds per ton, a factor of 35 is required in this case.

A number of lint analyses and yield comparisons were made at other mills to check the possibility that a difference in linter room capacity and operation was causing this wide variation in yield. The several mills included in the study received valley, hill, and eastern seed which gave a full range of comparison of seed types and yields. It was found that in most cases the difference in lint by analysis had to be multiplied by 40 to check the actual difference in plant yield. As the percentage of lint on seed increases the possible yield mounts tremendously. In the first comparison above, 1.7% more lint on seed produced 60 pounds per ton of seed more lint in the mill. With linters at 2c per pound there was an increase of $1.20 per ton, or 6% on $20 per ton seed. Each .3% of increase in total lint on seed by analysis would be approximately equal to one grade unit on the value of the seed. Present methods of analysis for lint on seed cannot be expected to give results accurate to .3%.

These findings were of such interest that a study was made of the variations in physical characteristics of seed typical of the simultaneous receipts at three mills. The accompanying photograph shows the wide variations in seed character which appeared at these three mills which are located within an area smaller than an average cotton producing state. Each group is composed of twenty seed, and below each group are two typical seed which have been split.

Examination of the split seed shows an abnormal amount of lint, evenly distributed on uniformly large seed, in Type I. These seed were inadequately ginned. Type II shows average delta seed, which are large and uniform in size, with an even distribution of medium length fiber over the entire cortex. Type III, which are hill seed, are irregular in size and shape. The split seed show a concentration of long fibers at the seed ends, with short and often sparse fiber on the sides.

The mill working Type I seed cut 93% of the total lint by analysis, leaving only 20 pounds per ton difference between total lint on seed and actual yield. Nearly half of the total yield was first cut of exceptionally good quality. From Type II a normal delta cut was made, the yield being 88% of the total lint by analysis, with a difference of 28 pounds per ton between total and yield. A third of the total yield was first cut. From the hill seed in Type III the yield was 81% of the total, with a difference of 40 pounds. Only a fourth of the yield was first cut.

Examination of the seed offers some explanation of these yield variations, and also of the character of the lint produced and the problems of linter room operation. First cut lint from Type III contains some definitely longer fibers than typical delta lint, and is of poorer color, with underlying short fiber. The total lint on the seed consists of very long fibers on the seed ends and short fuzz on the sides. Therefore, when it is attempted to exceed the normal yield of grade #2 linters, the quality breaks sharply to grade #3 or worse as the increased yield is obtained from the fuzz. Irregularity of the size and shape of the seed makes for ineffective ginning. The linters cannot remove all of the fiber from the ends of the seeds, nor from the indentations. If the seed are small there are relatively more ends to resist ginning, and very small seed slip through the linters almost intact. Effort to in-